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The stars we see when we look up at night haven’t The stars we see when we look up at night haven’t 
Stellar EvolutionStellar Evolution

been here forever.been here forever.



The Orion Nebula is at the The Orion Nebula is at the 
center of the nearest center of the nearest star star 
formation regionformation region

Orion Nebula  ~1000 light years awayOrion Nebula  ~1000 light years away



ContextContext

The Milky Way galaxy is the home to all the stars we see at nightThe Milky Way galaxy is the home to all the stars we see at night



The Andromeda Galaxy The Andromeda Galaxy –– our nearest big our nearest big 
neighbor neighbor –– looks like the Milky Waylooks like the Milky Way



The Whirlpool GalaxyThe Whirlpool Galaxy

from the Hubble Space Telescopefrom the Hubble Space Telescope



Andromeda Andromeda 
Galaxy (again)Galaxy (again)Galaxy (again)Galaxy (again)

opticalopticalopticaloptical

infraredinfrared



The Eagle NebulaThe Eagle Nebula

H bbl SH bbl Sgroundground--basedbased Hubble Space Hubble Space 
TelescopeTelescope





InfraredInfrared light shows a light shows a 
different view of the different view of the 
Pillars (right)Pillars (right)



Back to the Orion Nebula Back to the Orion Nebula 



VLT near infraredVLT near infrared

The center of the Orion Nebula The center of the Orion Nebula 
i l di th T ii l di th T i–– including the Trapezium including the Trapezium 



Proplyds: solarProplyds: solar--system scale dense dust and gas cloudssystem scale dense dust and gas clouds

seen in silhouette against the seen in silhouette against the 
emission from the back ‘wall’ of the emission from the back ‘wall’ of the 

nebulanebulanebulanebula



θθ11 Ori C: Newly formed (<1 million yr old) massive          Ori C: Newly formed (<1 million yr old) massive          
(50 M(50 Msunsun) star) star(( sunsun))



XX--ray image of the Orion Nebula from the Chandra ray image of the Orion Nebula from the Chandra 
XX--ray Observatoryray ObservatoryXX ray Observatoryray Observatory

θθ11 Ori C is Ori C is 
extremely extremely 
XX--ray brightray bright

color coded for photon energycolor coded for photon energy



XX--rays from magnetic massive starsrays from magnetic massive stars

Supersonic stellar wind + magnetic fieldSupersonic stellar wind + magnetic field



After their formation, stars age without much change…After their formation, stars age without much change…
Stellar EvolutionStellar Evolution



The death of a The death of a 
lowlow--mass star mass star 
(like the Sun)(like the Sun)



The Ring Nebula The Ring Nebula –– Hubble Space TelescopeHubble Space Telescope



The Helix Nebula The Helix Nebula –– Hubble Space TelescopeHubble Space Telescope











Some stars die even more violent deathsSome stars die even more violent deaths

The CrabThe CrabThe Crab The Crab 
Nebula, a Nebula, a 
supernova supernova 

ttremnantremnant



The center of the The center of the 
crab in optical andcrab in optical andcrab in optical and crab in optical and 
xx--ray lightray light



Radio is included here; it traces magnetic fieldsRadio is included here; it traces magnetic fields



Two images of the Crab, taken ~30 years apartTwo images of the Crab, taken ~30 years apart



Small portion of Small portion of pp
the Crab; colors the Crab; colors 
represent represent 
emission fromemission fromemission from emission from 
different different 
chemical chemical 
l tl telementselements



Casseiopeia A supernova remnant in XCasseiopeia A supernova remnant in X--raysrays



Vela supernova remnant Vela supernova remnant -- 10,000s years old10,000s years old
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